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Spaceborne Scatterometer Data 
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Abstract-Spaceborne wind scatterometers are designed prin
cipally to measure radar backscatter from the ocean's surface 
for the determination of the near-surface wind direction and 
speed. Although measurements of the radar backscatter are 
made over land, application of these measurements has been 
limited primarily to the calibration of the instrument. This has 
been due in part to the low resolution of the scatterometer 
measurements (nominally 50 km for the Seasat-A Scatterometer 
[SASS]). In this paper we present a method for generating 
enhanced resolution radar images of the earth's surface using 
spaceborne scatterometry. The technique is based on a new 
image reconstruction technique which takes advantage of the 
spatial overlap in scatterometer measurements made at different 
times to provide enhanced imaging resolution. We describe the 
reconstruction algorithm and demonstrate the technique using 
both simulated and actual SASS measurements. The technique 
can also be used with ERS-1 scatterometer data. The SASS
derived images, which have approximately 4 km resolution, 
dramatically illustrate the resolution enhancement capability of 
the new technique. The technique permits utilization of both 
historic and contemporary scatterometer data for medium-scale 
monitoring of vegetation and polar ice. We discuss the tradeoff 
between imaging noise and resolution inherent in the technique. 

The instrument processing method employed by SASS limits 
the ultimate resolution which can be obtained with our method. 
However, with minor modifications to future Doppler scatterom
eter systems (such as the NASA scatterometer [NSCAT] and its 
follow-on EoS-era scatterometer) imaging resolutions down to 1-
2 km for land/ice and 5-10 km for wind measurement can be 
achieved with a moderate increase in downlink bandwidth (from 
5 kbps to 700 kpbs). We describe these modifications and briefly 
describe some of the applications of this medium-scale A·u-band 
imagery for vegetation studies, hydrology, sea ice mapping, and 
the study of mesoscale winds. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Spaceborne wind scatterometers are an important element 
in future remote sensing systems because of their proven 
ability to make all-weather measurements of vector winds 
over the ocean, a capability first demonstrated by the Seasat 
scatterometer (SASS) in 1978 [20). The scatterometer does not 
directly measure the wind. Instead, it measures the normalized 
radar backscatter coefficient (a 0

) of the surface. The a 0 

measurements of the ocean's surface are then related to the 
near-surface wind vector via a geophysical model function to 
infer the wind. While scatterometers make measurements of 
a 0 over land, these measurements have been used primarily 
for calibration of the instrument. It is the application of 
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scatterometer measurements over land and ice that we wish 
to explore. 

The first spaceborne scatterometer, S-193, flew on Skylab. 
Simple experiments showed that the 13.9 GHz a 0 values over 
land were sensitive to vegetation cover, surface water, soil 
moisture, and physiography [21). In particular, the Amazon 
rainforest appeared to be homogeneous, azimuthally isotropic, 
and relatively insensitive to polarization with a small diurnal 
variation. These characteristics of the Amazon rainforest led 
to the use of Amazon rainforest measurements for calibration 
of the SASS a 0 measurements [1], [3), [4), [12). 

The most comprehensive study to-date of scatterometer 
measurements over land was conducted by Kennett and Li 
[13), [14), who examined the global SASS data at a resolution 
of 1 ° by 1 ° in a search for additional homogeneous areas 
for future scatterometer instrument calibration. They found the 
Amazon and Congo rainforests and various desert regions to 
be remarkably uniform and homogeneous and thus deemed 
them to be the most suitable targets for future scatterometer 
calibration activities. 

Spaceborne wind scatterometers observe a 0 over a wide 
range of incidence angles. Over land, a 0 may be modeled as a 
linear function of the measurement incidence angle [4], [13), 
e.g., 

10 log10 a
0 (0) =A+ B(0 - 40°) (1) 

where 0 is the incidence angle of the observation (20° < 
0 < 60°) and A and B are constants dependent only on 
the observed surface characteristics. A is the value of a 0 at 
an incidence angle of 40° and can thus be considered the 
"incidence angle-normalized" a 0

. Because of the wide range 
of measurement incidence angles used by wind scatterometers, 
the A and B coefficients of this model are more useful 
in common application than the a 0 measurements directly. 
The A and B coefficients exhibit a remarkable correlation 
with land type and vegetation cover with typical values of 
-0.1 :S B :S -0.22 and -40 :S A :S O depending on the 
surface type and vegetation cover [13), [14). 

The coarse resolution (nominally 50 km) of the scatterome
ter measurements, while suitable for ocean wind measurement, 
is a significant limitation to the application of scatterometer 
data in land and ice studies. To ameliorate this difficulty 
we have developed a new method for obtaining enhanced 
resolution measurements of A and B from spaceborne scat
terometer measurements. The technique can achieve even 
higher resolution for suitably modified future scatterometers. 
This paper describes our approach and provides sample results 
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for SASS data. The resulting medium-scale resolution is useful 
in a variety of studies of land cover and ice. Several successful 
experiments in vegetation discrimination are summarized in 
separate paper [18]. 

Our technique is primarily based on ground-based signal 
processing. We take advantage of the spatial overlap of the 
backscatter measurements taken at different times over a given 
region, and, using an indirect measurement (i.e., reconstruc
tion) formulation, extend the effective resolution. As we shall 
see, the improved resolution is not without cost: the noise in 
the A and B images increases as we attempt to improve the 
resolution. 

This paper is organized as follows: In order to appreciate the 
method we first provide background in scatterometry theory 
and briefly describe the SASS measurement geometry. Next, 
we develop the measurement model and theory underlying our 
resolution enhancement technique and describe the estimation 
algorithm used to obtain the enhanced resolution measure
ments of A and B from the low resolution r, 0 measurements. 
We demonstrate the technique using simulated SASS r, 0 mea
surements of a synthetic scene and then apply the technique 
to actual SASS measurements of a portion of the Guiana 
Highlands of South America. We then describe modifications 
to future NSCAT-class scatterometers to generate even higher 
resolution imagery using the method and outline potential 
applications of the enhanced resolution imagery. Finally, we 
summarize our results. In a separate paper [18] we present 
enhanced resolution images of the extended Amazon basin and 
describe successful experiments in vegetation classification 
using the enhanced resolution images. 

II. SPACEBORNE SCATIEROMETRY 

A spaceborne scatterometer is a radar instrument designed to 
accurately measure the radar backscatter of the earth's surface 
from space. Wind scatterometers (such as SASS and ERS-
1) are specifically designed to make several measurements 
of r, 0 at a single point from different azimuth angles. These 
measurements are used to estimate the near-surface wind 
vector using a geophysical model relating r, 0 to wind velocity 
(see [17], [19], [22]). 

The scatterometer transmits microwave pulses to the surface 
and measures the backscattered power. Because the backscatter 
power measurement is noisy, a second measurement of the 
noise-only power, Pr-.-, is made. This is subtracted from the 
signal+noise measurement to estimate the backscattered signal 
power, P5 . The normalized radar cross-section (r,0) of the 
surface is then computed using the radar equation, [3], [12], 
[22] 

(2) 

where R is the slant range to the surface, Pt is the transmitted 
power, Ps is the received backscattered power, L represents 
known system losses, G is antenna gain, A is the effective 
illuminated area, and .,\ is the wavelength of the transmitted 
radiation. R, G, and A depend on the measurement geometry. 

Since the measurement of Ps is noisy, the retrieved r, 0 

"measurement" will also be noisy. Let z be the noisy measure-
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ment of r, 0
. Then, z will have a variance which is quadratically 

dependent on the measurement signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). 
For SASS the normalized standard deviation Kp of z can be 
expressed (approximately) as [9] 

where SNR SNR = P5/ PN is the measurement signal-to
noise ratio, NP is the number of pulses integrated into a single 
r, 0 measurement, TP is the length of each pulse, and Be is 
the bandwidth of the measurement resolution cell. For SASS, 
-20 dB < SN R < 20 dB depending on the incidence angle 
and surface characteristics, Np = 25, Tp = 5.7 ms, and 2 kHz 
~ Be ~ 20 kHz. 

The r, 0 measurements also contain uncertainty (which will 
be treated as additional noise) due to uncertainties in the 
spacecraft attitude. Combining this uncertainty with (3), the 
measurement KP can be expressed as 

(4) 

where a, (3, and 'Y are known constants which depend on 
the measurement geometry (via the radar equation and the 
SNR) as well as the instrument parameters (e.g., Tp, Np) and 
calibration accuracy. 

A. The Seasat Scatterometer (SASS) 

Since our technique is demonstrated using SASS data it is 
relevant to briefly review the SASS r, 0 measurement scheme. 
SASS used multiple antennas to make r, 0 measurements at 
different azimuth angles. A diagram of the SASS antenna 
illumination pattern is illustrated in Fig. 1. Each antenna pro
duced an instantaneous footprint several hundred kilometers 
long and a few kilometers wide. Two sets of two antennas 
were used, each set illuminating a wide swath on one side of 
the subsatellite track. The antennas on each side were arranged 
at two different azimuth angles. For each orbit, these antennas 
swept a nominally 500 km wide swath (on each side) which 
was further resolved into smaller observation cells by means of 
timing and Doppler filtering as discussed below. Each antenna 
could operate at both horizontal and vertical polarization. 
Thus there were four antennas and eight "beams." SASS also 
made near-nadir r,0 measurements; however, because these 
measurements have small incidence angles they are not used 
in our imaging approach. 

In the following subsections the SASS measurement cell 
resolution and measurement cell geometry are described. It 
is the overlap in the measurement cells from measurements 
made at different times which is exploited to yield enhanced 
resolution estimates of A and B. 

B. Measurement Cell Resolution 

SASS and its follow-on mission NSCAT [19] achieve along
track resolution by a combination of a narrow antenna pattern 
and the timing of transmit pulses [12]. Cross-track resolution 
is obtained by Doppler filtering, the narrow beam pattern, and 
the antenna illumination pattern azimuth angle geometry. 
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Fig. 1. The Seasat scatterometer antenna illumination pattern. The wind estimate swath is covered by both fore- and aft-facing 
antennas while only one antenna covers the extended swath width. The nadir swath measurements are not used in the reconstruction 
method described in this paper. 

Along-Beam Resolution: Doppler filtering was used to 
achieve along-beam resolution for SASS and is planned for 
future U.S. scatterometers (ERS-1 uses a different technique 
known as range-gating). Doppler filtering makes use of the fact 
that the radar echo reflected from the ocean surface is Doppler
shifted due to motion of the spacecraft relative to the earth's 
surface. The return echoes from different portions of the an
tenna footprint have different Doppler shifts, with a larger shift 
at far swath and a smaller shift at near swath. This difference 
in Doppler shift can be exploited to filter the returned echo 
into cross-track (along-beam) resolution elements or "cells." 
By processing the returned signal with 15 bandpass filters 
of unequal bandwidth, SASS resolved the coverage swath on 
each side of its subsatellite track into 12 cells each having 
approximately 50 km spatial resolution. These filters had fixed 
center frequencies which could not compensate for changing 
Doppler due to the effects of the earth's rotation resulting in 
elongation or compression of the cell as the spacecraft moves 
along its orbit. Thus the measurement cells from different 
antennas had different resolution and variable area and relative 
location depending on the position of the spacecraft in the 
orbit. 

Along-Track Resolution: Measurement timing was used to 
achieve along-track resolution such that the centers of cells 
measured by each antenna beam were spaced approximately 
50 km apart in the along-track direction. The desired spacing 

was achieved by making measurements at each azimuth angle 
once every 6.4 seconds, the time it took for the subsatel
lite point to move 50 km. During this interval a series 
of 64 transmit pulses were issued and received for each 
beam in sequence. In normal operation only four of the 
eight beams were used. The primary mode employed was 
dual-sided in which a single polarization (vertical) for each 
antenna was used. The instrument was also operated less 
frequently in a single-side mode in which both polarizations 
from the antennas on a single side of the spacecraft were 
used. 

C. Measurement Cell Geometry 

The intersection of the Doppler filter bandwidth and the 
narrow antenna gain pattern define the instantaneous cell 
resolution for a single pulse. The resulting response can 
be approximated by the intersection of the 3 dB antenna 
beamwidth and the 3 dB filter response (see Fig. 2). The 
echo return of 61 transmit pulses were summed into a single 
integrated cr0 measurement (the remaining 3 were used to set 
the receiver gain). Since the spacecraft was moving during 
these measurements, the integrated measurement cell resolu
tion is (approximately) a six-sided polygon as illustrated in 
Fig. 3. The dimensions of this integrated cell are a function 
of the Doppler filter bandwidth, the antenna beamwidth at the 
surface, the transmit pulse timing, the spacecraft ground track 
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Fig. 2. The combination of the Doppler filters and the narrow antenna gain 
pattern combine to provide along-beam resolution for a single transmit pulse 
( corresponding to an instantaneous measurement cell). The actual response is 
approximated by the 3 dB equivalent cell area. (Adapted from [12].) 
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Fig. 3. Typical six-sided integrated a 0 resolution cells for antennas on the 
right side of the SASS swath. The cells shown are for the inner swath. The 
cells become elongated in the outer swath (refer to Fig. 4). (a) Cell from 
forward-facing antenna. (b) Cell from aft-facing antenna. 

velocity, and the cell latitude (see Fig. 9). In this approximate 
integrated resolution cell, regions outside of the cell area do 
not contribute to the total CJ0 value. 
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Fig. 4. (a) Typical layout of SASS integrated a 0 measurement cells for one 
antenna and a single antenna measurement cycle. Nadir cells are not shown. 
(b) Positions of a 0 measurement cells from a single antenna for five antenna 
cycles depicting the along-track spacing. (c) Positions of a 0 measurement 
cells from both the fore- and aft-facing antennas illustrating therefore/aft cell 
overlap and the different along-beam layouts. 

Fig. 4(a) illustrates the layout of the measurement cells for 
a single measurement cycle from a forward-looking antenna 
on the right side. Fig. 4(b) illustrates the positioning of the 
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a 0 resolution cells of a single antenna for several antenna 
measurement cycles. As the spacecraft moves along the ground 
track the measurement cells from the aft antenna overlap the 
forward antenna as shown in Fig. 4( c ). Every few orbits, the 
spacecraft will pass over this region again on either a north
bound (ascending) or a south-bound (descending) ground track 
(see Fig. 5). This results in criss-cross measurement swaths 
containing multiple overlapping measurements. For the first 
half of the mission, the orbit precession shifted the pattern 
longitudinally which effectively provided coverage of the 
entire earth's surface. However, during the last half of the 
mission, the spacecraft operated in an exact-repeat orbit which 
resulted in diamond-shaped areas which were not observed 
(refer to [18]). 

III. THE RESOLUTION ENHANCEMENT 

MEASUREMENT METHOD 

In this section, our method for obtaining enhanced resolution 
radar images of A and B in (1) from the low resolution 
SASS measurements is described. The method is based on 
the spatial overlap of the a0 measurements from multiple 
SASS passes and on image reconstruction techniques. In 
order to develop the technique we first describe our enhanced 
resolution measurement model. We consider the effects of the 
scatterometer measurement noise and then describe methods 
for resolution enhancement of A and B. 

A. Enhanced Resolution a 0 Measurement Model 

Consider a rectilinear grid of resolution elements on the 
earth's surface with a resolution element size of Sc x Sa, 
(The subscript c indicates a cross-track dimension while a 
indicates an along-track dimension.) The six-sided integrated 
resolution cells of the scatterometer measurements are imposed 
on this small-scale grid of resolution elements (refer to Fig. 
6). Assuming a noise-free measurement, the value of 0'0 

measured by the scatterometer (denoted by {!k where k is 
the measurement number) will be a weighted average of the 
a 0 's of the individual resolution elements covered by the 
measurement cell, i.e., 

Rk Tk 

{!k = L L h(c, a; k)0'0(c, a; k) (5) 
c=Lk a=Bk 

where Lk, Rk, Tk, and Bk define a bounding rectangle for 
the kth hexagonal 0'0 measurement cell, h( c, a; k) is the 
weighting function for the ( c, a)°' resolution element (0 ::; 
h(c,a;k) :::'. 1), and a0(c,a;k) is the 0'0 value for the (c,a) th 

resolution element. The incidence angle dependence of a 0 and 
h is subsumed in the k index. (Over a given scatterometer 
measurement cell the incidence angle 0 is approximately 
constant.) h is a function of the cell location and shape. 

The dependence of a 0 on 0 can be expressed as (see (1)) 

rr0(0) = a~[/30 (0)]8 (6) 

with 

Oo0 = 101/ 10 (7) 
f3o(0) = 10(40-0)/10_ (8) 

Using this relationship (5) can be written as 

Rk Tk 

{!k = L L h(c, a; k)a:(c,a)[f3 0 (0k)]8 (c,a)_ (9) 
c=L,. a=Bk 

The actual scatterometer measurements are noisy. Let Zk 

denote the noisy measurement of Qk, then 

where vk is a zero-mean Gaussian random variable with 
variance 

(11) 

where a, /3, and I are from the KP equation (4). 
The resolution enhancement problem can then be posed as 

the following reconstruction problem: Given noisy measure
ments Zk of {!k for k E [1, N], determine A(c, a) and B(c, a) 
for each element of the enhanced resolution grid. Our method 
for solving this problem is described in the next section. 

For later use, if we assume that B(c, a) is known, then (9) 
can be expressed as 

Rk Tk 

Zk = L L h'(c, a; k)A(c, a) (12) 
c=Lk a=Bk 

where 

h'(c, a; k) = h(c, a; k)[f30(0k)]8 (c,a) (13) 

A(c,a) = a:(c,a)_ (14) 

In this case, we estimate A(c,a) and compute A(c,a) using 
(14). 

B. Application to SASS 

The key to successful resolution enhancement of A( c, a) 
and B( c, a) is taking advantage of the overlap in multiple 
measurements of the same general region. As will be discussed 
further, the ultimate A and B image resolutions are determined 
by this measurement overlap. While SASS measurements from 
the fore- and aft-facing antennas in a single orbit provide some 
measurement overlap, this overlap is insufficient to adequately 
apply the technique; hence, data from multiple orbits must be 
used. As discussed later, this requirement may be relaxed for 
future Doppler scatterometers. 

In order to use data from multiple orbits we must assume 
the radar characteristics of the target region remain constant 
for each pass. Additionally, we assume that A and B have 
no azimuthal dependence. These and other requirements and 
assumptions needed for SASS are explored more fully in a 
separate paper [18]. 

The SASS Sensor Data Record (SDR) files used in this study 
are described in detail in [2]. While the SASS SDR files do not 
include the integrated cell corners, we developed an algorithm 
for reconstructing the cell geometry from data available in the 
SDR files. The SDR files contain a 0 measurements spanning 
an incidence angle range of 0° to 70° and include estimates 
of the normalized standard deviation (Kp) of the noise for 
each a 0 measurement. To minimize the effects of noise in the 
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Fig. 5. SASS measurement swath coverage (spanning several days) showing the crossing patterns of ascending and descending orbit 
passes. The swaths shown are for measurements having incidence angles between 23° and 57°. (a) Ascending passes (north-bound) 
only. (b) Descending passes (south-bound) only. (c) All passes. 
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Fig. 6. An integrated SASS a 0 cell overlaying the high resolution grid. 
Only the shaded square grid elements have nonzero h(r. a: k). The bounding 
rectangle is also indicated. 

images, a 0 measurements with excessive KP (Kp > 15%) 
were excluded from the reconstruction given below. The 
discarded measurements, which primarily occurred in the far 
swath at large incidence angles, represent less than 5% of 
the land a 0 measurements. Bracalente and Sweet [4] observed 
that the linear model in (1) is applicable for measurements 
only within the incidence angle range of 23° to 57° with an 
error less than 0.5 dB; hence, only a 0 measurements made 
with incidence angles in the range 23° to 57° are used. 

C. Reconstruction Approach 

In order to develop methods for estimation of A and 13 on 
the enhanced resolution grid, we first examine the case when 
13( c, a) is known. Consider an Ne x Na element region of the 
Sc x Sa resolution grid. Collecting all the measurements Zk 

whose bounding rectangles are completely contained within 
the region of interest, we obtain a matrix equation relating 
the measurements (in Z) to A( c, a) (in S) (refer to (10) and 
(12)-(14)) 

Z=HS+V (15) 

where Z is an N-dimensional vector of the measurements zk, 

His an N x M (M = NcNa) matrix containing the h(c, a; k), 
S is an M -dimensional vector of A ( c, a) in lexicographic order 
(i.e., Sn = A(c, a) where n = c + aNc), and V is an N
dimensional vector of the noise terms vk. Depending on the 
resolution element size and the number of measurements zk, 

H can be either over- or underdetermined. 
The elements of the matrix H are computed by determining 

the intersection of the six-sided integrated a 0 measurements 
and the resolution elements (refer to Fig. 6). For appropriately 
sized resolution elements, we can assume that the entries of 
H are either 1 or 0. The resulting H matrix is very sparse, 
though it may be extremely large. 

With this formulation, the problem of obtaining estimates 
of A(c, a) is reduced to the following problem: given Z, we 
wish to estimate S using (14). A(c, a) is then computed from 
the A(c, a) in S using (14). 

This problem is similar to classic image reconstruction prob
lems in signal and image processing; however, after extensive 
experimentation, we found that conventional iterative image 
reconstruction techniques such as algebraic reconstruction 
(ART) (see [6]) and maximum entropy (see, for example, [11]) 
were generally unsuitable for use in this application because 
of the large noise level. Instead, we have developed a new 
multivariate reconstruction method. This will be described in 
Section III.C.2. 

Singular Value Decomposition Analysis While impractical 
for solving (15) due to the large image size and number of 
measurements, singular value decomposition (SYD) provides 
insight into the effects of the measurement noise in V on the 
estimated image (in S). Consider the use of SYD to compute 
a least-squares solution to (15). Using SYD to factor H, 

H = UAVT (16) 

where U is a N x N orthogonal matrix, V is a M x M 
orthogonal matrix, and A is a N x M diagonal matrix of 
singular values. 

A least-squares estimate, S, of S can be computed as 

(17) 

where Ht is the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of H. Let 
S = Z - S and S = Ht HS. The least-squares fit error S is 

(18) 

For H less than full-rank, bias errors in the estimation of S 
occur; however, if His full-rank, Ht H = I and S = S so that 

(19) 

Hence, the noise (S) in the estimates of A is a linear function 
of the noise (V) in all the observations in Z, even those at 
some distance from a given resolution element. The inclusion 
of this additional noise is the price paid for obtaining enhanced 
resolution. 

The effects of the noise can be mitigated to some degree by 
SYD filtering in which singular values less than a threshold are 
set to zero. This eliminates the noise effects in the eigenspace 
spanned by the eigenvectors corresponding to the zeroed 
singular value but it also adds distortion (see [15]) .. 

Assuming independence of the noise terms in the measure
ments, the noise covariance matrix P = E[VVT] will be 
diagonal. In an area of nearly uniform A, P = a~I. From 
(18) the noise component Bi added to the i th element of the 
estimate of S will be 

(20) 

Thus, it follows from the independence of the noise terms that 
the variance of Bi will be 

Yar[si] = a~ L,(Hl,Y = lliHtll~a~ (21) 
j 

long
Pencil

long
Pencil
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where ll;Htll 2 is the £ 2 norm of the ith row of Ht. The 
normalized standard deviation, Kp, for the ith resolution 
estimate is then 

Since KP for a conventional resolution scatterometer measure
ment cell over the same area would be (essentially) Kp( cell) = 
av/s;, it follows that 

The value of I Ii Ht I h depends on a large number of factors 
including the number and distribution of the measurement 
cells and the resolution element size; however, based on our 
empirical observations, 11 i Ht I 12 is proportional to the ratio 
of the square of the average number of resolution elements 
in each low resolution cell and the average number of low 
resolution cells which cover a given resolution element. Hence, 
in order to minimize the estimate noise (that is, minimize 
Kp(resolution element)) for a given resolution element size, 
the number of measurement cells should be maximized. This 
requires multiple orbit passes. Alternately, the limit in the 
ultimate resolution is dictated by a combination of the noise 
level in the measurements and in the measurement overlap: as 
the resolution element size is reduced, I Ii Ht ll2 increases, re
sulting in additional image noise. Thus, the resolution element 
size must be a tradeoff between the imaging time interval and 
the image estimate noise level. (We define the "imaging time 
interval" to be the length of time required to accumulate all the 
measurements used to generate an enhanced resolution image.) 

We also note that if the resolution element size is very 
small or the overlap in the measurements is insufficient, H 
may be underdetermined. It follows that there will be multiple 
S which satisfy (15). To insure a unique estimate of S, a 
maximum entropy-based approach will be used. While this 
yields a unique solution, the estimate of S may be smoothed, 
i.e., the effective resolution ( defined as the minimum resolvable 
feature size) may be degraded. Thus, the ultimate resolution 
is limited by the rank of H and therefore by the measurement 
cell overlap and the number of measurements. For a fixed 
number of measurements, reducing the size of the resolution 
elements arbitrarily will not increase the effective resolution 
of the resulting estimate but it will increase the estimate noise. 

For SASS data, lengthening the imaging time interval 
increases the number of measurements which also increases 
the measurement overlap, hence the desire to maximize the 
imaging time interval to achieve optimum resolution. How
ever, the target characteristics and the instrument calibration 
must remain constant for a longer period. In this paper we have 
used the entire 3-month SASS data set to generate images of 
A and B over a test region in the Amazon basin at a resolution 
of ~ 3. 7 km. For many areas of the extended Amazon basin, 
satisfactory images can be produced with better resolution 
and/or shorter time scales. 
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of maximum entropy [6). In MART, each measurement is 
compared to a predicted (forward projection) value computed 
from the current image estimate. A multiplicative correction 
factor is then applied each pixel covered by the measurement 
causing the forward projection to equal the measurement. 
Subsequent measurements further alter the pixel values. Over 
multiple iterations, the correction factors ideally converge to a 
value of unity and all the forward projections match the mea
surements. Unfortunately, MART has limited noise tolerance. 
We have developed a modified form of MART which has been 
optimized for noisy scatterometer measurements. To estimate 
both A and B the algorithm was further extended to perform 
multivariate image reconstruction. To simplify presentation of 
our scatterometer image reconstruction (SIR) algorithm we 
first provide a brief description of a single variable (A-only) 
version of the algorithm. 

Estimation of A Given B. Conventional reconstruction 
methods provide an iterative solution to (15) in which V 
is assumed to be zero (or, equivalently, in which V is 
ignored); however, noise tolerance can be increased by using a 
simultaneous (or, block) update algorithm [6). In block MART, 
an initial value image s0 (typically a uniform constant) is 
chosen. In the kth iteration, each image pixel st of the image 
Sk is updated according to 

k+l _ k l ~ ( Zj ) w 
Si - Si -:- L hji Jk 

p, j=l J 

where f} is the forward measurement projection, i.e., 

M 
k l"' k Ji = - Lhi1s1, 

qj l=l 

(24) 

(25) 

Pi is the number of measurements covering the pixel, and qi 
is the number of pixels in the measurement, i.e., 

N 

Pi= Lhli (26) 
l=l 

M 

qj = Lhjt• 
l=l 

(27) 

The adjustable parameter w is subjectively selected. The case 
with w = l will be termed unweighted MART while w = 1/2 
will be referred to as weighted MART. When applied to the 
noisy scatterometer data we found that w = 1/2 provided 
subjectively better images. For convenience, (24) can be 
written as 

(28) 

where the update terms ut are defined as 

(29) 

Reconstruction Approach In order to solve (15) for a gen- where 
eral H we have developed a new iterative method based on 
multiplicative algebraic reconstruction (MART). Conventional 
single-variable MART can be shown to be a special case 

(30) 
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The algorithm is iterated (on k) until convergence is achieved. 
Convergence is guaranteed for a consistent system of equa
tions. However, because of the high noise level in the mea
surements the equations are not consistent and the MART 
algorithm may not converge or may result in an unsatisfactory 
solution. To improve the noise tolerance and convergence 
characteristics, an update scheme which non-linearly weights 
the measurements and the previous estimates was developed. 
Equation (28) is used with ufj redefined as 

(31) 

dj < 1. 

This nonlinear update computation limits the size of the update 
step for large deviations between the forward projection and 
the measurement. This tends to reduce the effects of noise and 
aids in convergence. 

Estimation of Both A and B. While the modified block 
ART algorithm provides satisfactory results for known B(c, a), 
in general B(c, a) is not known and both A and B must be 
estimated. This can be accomplished by modifying the algo
rithm previously described. We have observed that satisfactory 
A images can be generated even when there are small errors in 
the B values. This is due to both the small value and the small 
variation in B. Since the mean value of B over the Amazon 
region is approximately 0.13 and 0.05 <::: B <::: 0.2 (globally), 
assuming that B = 0.13 yields a worst-case A estimate error 
of approximately 1 dB. 

A serious difficulty can arise in estimating both A and 
B when the range of incidence angles spanned by the a 0 

measurements of a given area is insufficient: we cannot expect 
to estimate B with any degree of certainty. Over the study 
region, generally each resolution element is observed with a 
wide diversity of incidence angles. For the exceptions, a B 
must be determined from other sources in order to correctly 
estimate A. One logical choice is to use the average of nearby 
B estimates. While this may introduce some error in the 
A estimate, the error will generally be small. Filling in the 
missing B estimate in this way, however, reduces the intrinsic 
resolution of the B estimates. 

A very simple approach to simultaneous estimation of A and 
B may be derived from the unweighted MART algorithm. For 
Sf =constant, the first iteration of unweighted MART, S1 is 

l N s; = - L h1;z 1. 
Pi j=l 

(32) 

Remembering that h;1 is either one or zero, we see that s} 
is the average of the measurements covering the ith pixel. 
This averaging approach (which will be referred to as AVE) 
provides a smoothed initial image estimate which is improved 
by later iterations. We note that the AVE resolution is better 
than the measurement cell resolution and is significantly better 
than the conventional "binning" approach used by Kennett 
and Li [14] where the minimum resolution element size is 
effectively limited to the maximum size of the measurement 
cells though it may under- or overestimate the image value. 

AVE can easily be extended to the multivariate case using 
our linear model (1): the A and B estimates for a given pixel 
are computed by linear regression of the a 0 measurements (in 
dB) which cover the pixel. This idea forms the basis of the 
multivariate SIR algorithm. 

In the multivariate SIR algorithm, an initial B estimate 
image, B 0 , is made by setting b? = 0.13 (the global average 
of B). In the kth iteration of the SIR algorithm, the previous B 
estimate image is used to normalize the a 0 measurements from 
which an estimate of A is generated using (28) and (31 ). Linear 
regression of the update terms ( expressed at the measurement 
incidence angle) is then used to update the previous estimate of 
B. The new B estimate is determined as a weighted average 
of the previous B estimate and the B estimate update. The 
multivariate SIR algorithm is given below. 

For processing the SASS data set, we express the measure
ments Zj in dB so the forward projection f} is computed in 
normal space while the A and B estimates are in log space, i.e., 

where qji is defined in (27). Define dt as (compare (30)) 

dk = (z 1 - b~(01 - 40°)) w 

'l f1k 
(34) 

The A estimate update term, uf 1, is computed as in (31), 

(35) 

with the A estimate, sf, updated according to (28) (repeated 
here for completeness) 

To compute the B estimate, Jet 

N 

and 

r; = Lhj;0J 
j=l 

N 

t; = L hji0j 
j=l 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

Then, the linear regression of the A updates, ufj, provides an 
update for B, 

(40) 

This update is only usable if the range of incidence angles (0j) 
used in ( 40) is sufficiently wide. Since a wider incidence angle 
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range implies greater confidence in the B estimate update, the 
B estimate is updated using a weighted average of c~ and the 
previous B estimate. The weighting factor is a simple function 
of the variance of 0, i.e., let 

(41) 

then the B estimate image is updated according to 

(42) 

This system of equations is iterated over k until con
vergence. Unlike conventional MART which diverges if the 
iteration is continued too long, the SIR algorithm does not 
diverge after continued iteration. Instead, as the algorithm 
converges the update terms continue to grow smaller until there 
is no change between iterations. The algorithm has been tested 
extensively using simulated and actual SASS measurements 
and typically converges within 30-50 iterations. 

We observed that the subjective quality of the final images 
may be improved by applying an edge-preserving 3 x 3 median 
filter to the A and B images. It was further observed that the 
image noise can be significantly reduced, with only a small 
reduction in the image resolution, by application of a hybrid 
median-linear filter to the image estimates at each stage of the 
iteration. The SIR algorithm with the added filtering will be 
termed SIRF. 

In the hybrid filter, the image values within a moving 
3 x 3 window are ordered and the median determined. If 
the difference between the second highest and second lowest 
values within the window is less than 0.25, the center pixel is 
replaced with the average of the middle seven values of the 
ordered window pixels. Otherwise, the center value is replaced 
with the median value. Effectively, this hybrid filter acts like 
a linear filter when the algorithm is near convergence and the 
region is smooth but operates as a median filter otherwise. 
The edge-preserving properties of the median filter maintain 
resolution while providing noise suppression. 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

To initially evaluate our technique we used simulated SASS 
rJ

0 measurements of a synthetic scene. The synthetic scenes 
(A and B), shown in Fig. 7, were designed to evaluate 
the accuracy and the effective resolution of the estimated 
images. They include a number of features broadly similar 
to those expected in the actual Amazon basin, including 1) 
large expanses of nearly constant A and B, 2) slow gradients 
in A and B, 3) sharp boundaries in A alone, B alone, or in 
A and B simultaneously, and 4) sinuous, small-scale "rivers" 
which have smaller A than the surrounding areas. While actual 
rivers and bodies of open water will have somewhat variable 
rJ 0 due to the effect of wind roughening the surface, they will 
appear significantly darker than the surrounding vegetation. 
In our synthetic image, the "rivers" have a constant rJ0

• a0 

measurements over large bodies of water and the ocean are 
not used. 
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Fig. 7. (a) Synthetic A image with various test targets. (b) Corresponding 
synthetic B image. 

The synthetic scene covers a 7° latitude by 7° longitude 
corresponding to a portion of the Amazon basin (refer to Fig. 
8). To generate the simulated rJ0 measurements, actual SASS 
measurements covering this region were used. The SASS 
measurement cell geometry and the KP were extracted from 
the SASS SOR files (only vertically polarized measurements 
were used). The rJ0 measurement value was then replaced 
with the value computed from the synthetic scene using the 
cell geometry. To this was added Monte Carlo Gaussian noise 
with variance computed from the synthetic rJ

0 value and the 
a, (3, and 'Y coefficients derived from the actual KP (see (4)) 
in the SASS SDR. Fig. 9 illustrates typical cell measurement 
areas for each beam at the near swath (near the nadir track) 
and far swath for ascending (north-bound) and descending 
(south-bound) spacecraft passes. The relative sizes and the 
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Fig. 8. Location map of the 7°by 7° test region in the Guiana Highlands of South America. 

- 66 
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Fig. 9. Typical cell geometries for measurement cells in the near and far 
swath for each antenna beam. Both ascending (north-bound) and descending 
(south-bound) spacecraft passes over the test region are illustrated. The cells 
are shown at the same scale as the images to follow. 

compression and elongation of the cells for different beams 
and orbit passes is apparent. 

Using the SIR and SIRF algorithms described above, A and 
B images were estimated from the simulated a 0 measurements. 
The estimated images are shown in Fig. 10. The resolution 
elements in these images are 1/30° x 1/30° (roughly 3.7x3.7 
km). For comparison, images generated using AVE and the 
"binning" approach (0.5° x 0.5° resolution) are included in Fig. 
10. The resolution enhancement of the SIRF, SIR, and AVE 
algorithms relative to the "binning" approach is readily appar-

ent. The SIRF and SIR provide further resolution enhancement 
over the AVE images even though some smoothing and noise 
texturing is evident. In particular, although abrupt transitions 
in the A images have been smoothed, fine detail such as the 
"rivers" remains evident, albeit "fuzzy." Smooth regions and 
gentle transitions are accurately estimated with minimal error 
even in regions in which the B estimate quality is poor. The 
SIR and SIRF B images have much less small-scale detail with 
more smoothing of sharp transitions. However, as expected, 
these errors appear to have minimal effect on the A image. 
The SIRF and SIR images are similar though the SIRF image 
is somewhat smoother due to the filtering. The difference 
between these algorithms is more apparent with the actual data 
(below). Note that in this artificial simulation, both the range 
and the transition sharpness in A and B are more severe than 
that expected in the actual data. However, the measurement 
noise in the actual measurements appears to be larger than 
predicted by the Kp value contained in the SDR file. 

V. ACTUAL SASS DATA RESULTS 

To test our technique using real data, we selected a test area 
over Guiana Highlands which includes portions of Northern 
Brazil and Southern Venezuela (refer to Fig. 8). A wider view 
of the Amazon basin is given in the companion paper [18]. 

The SIR and SIRF algorithms were used with actual SASS 
vertically polarized a 0 measurements to generate enhanced 
resolution maps of A and B over the test region. The resulting 
image ·estimates are shown in Fig. 11. As in the simulated 
case, the resolution elements are 1 /30° x 1 /30°. Images 
generated using AVE and the "binning" approach are given for 
comparison. The imaging time interval was the entire 3-month 
SASS mission. Orbits (revs) for which the measurements 
exhibited excessive error were not included (see [4) for a 
detailed description of the SASS data anomalies and the 
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Fig. 10. (a) High resolution A estimate image generated from simulated SASS using the SIRF algorithm. The resolution element 
size is 1/30° x 1/30° (approximately 3.7 x 3.7 km). (b) B estimate image corresponding to a. (c) A estimate image generated 
using the SIR algorithm. (d) B estimate image corresponding to c. (e) A estimate image generated using the AVE algorithm. (f) B 
estimate image corresponding to e. (g) 0.5° (approximately 55 km) resolution A image generated from the same simulated SASS 
measurements using the "binning" approach. (h) B image corresponding to g. 

Fig. 11. (a) High resolution A image of the Guiana Highlands reconstructed from actual SASS data (vertical polarization) using the 
SIRF algorithm. The resolution element size is 1/30° x 1/30° (approximately 3.7 x 3.7 km). (b) B estimate image corresponding to 
a. (c) A estimate image generated using the SIR algorithm. (d) B estimate image corresponding to c. (e) A estimate image generated 
using the AVE algorithm. (f) B estimate image corresponding to e. (g) 0.5° (approximately 55 km) resolution A image generated 
from the same actual SASS measurements using the "binning" approach. (h) B image corresponding to g. 
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rationale for selecting and excluding orbits with excessive 
error). 

The low A (black and dark gray) area in Fig. 11 corresponds 
to tall grassland (black) with broadleafed evergreen trees and 

shrubs (dark gray). An area of tropical forest immediately 
north of the dark region appears as shades of light gray 
on the image. Smaller areas of lowland forest also appear 
as dark areas along the north-central portion of the image. 
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The predominate light area corresponds to very moist mul
ticanopied tropical forest. The high degree of correlation of 
the A image with a vegetation map of the same area hints at 
the capability of scatterometer measurements to discriminate 
vegetation types. This topic is explored at length in the 
companion paper using images of the entire extended Amazon 
basin [18]. There is a high degree of correlation between the 
observed A value and the vegetation canopy density. 

As in the simulated case, the resolution enhancement in 
the SIRF, SIR, and AVE algorithms relative to the "binning" 
approach are clearly evident in the A images in Fig. 11. 
Using the actual measurements, however, the tradeoff between 
resolution and noise is more readily apparent. In particular, 
the SIRF A image has significantly less "noise" than does the 
SIR A image while the AVE A image looks like a smoothed 
version of the SIRF image. 

In an effort to explain the difference in performance between 
the SIRF and SIR algorithms for simulated and actual data, 
we increased the noise level (i.e., increased the Kp) of the 
simulated measurements. When the noise level of the simu
lated measurements is increased by 10% or more, the relative 
performance of the SIR and SIRF algorithms resembles the 
performance of the algorithms when applied to the actual 
SASS measurements. Apparently, the actual 0"

0 measurements 
contain higher noise levels than indicated by the SDR KP 
value, possibly due to unmodeled noise sources. 

The B images show only limited spatial detail; however, 
careful inspection of the SIRF and SIR B image reveal spatial 
features which correlate with the key features evident in 
the A image. These features add to the ability of the 0"0 

measurements to discriminate vegetation types (see [18]). In 
contrast, high noise levels in the B images generated using 
AVE and the "binning" approach limit the usefulness of the 
B images. 

VI. APPLICATION TO FuTURE SCATTEROMETERS 

As presented here, the scatterometer resolution enhancement 
is based on measurement cell overlap. For SASS, overlap was 
obtained by combining multiple orbits over an extended period 
of time. Increasing the number of orbits included in the image 
reconstruction results in improved resolution and reduced 
estimate noise. However, the target's radar characteristics must 
remain constant over the imaging time interval. This represents 
a serious limitation for rapidly changing regions such as polar 
ice. 

For future Doppler scatterometers such as NSCAT and 
the planned NSCAT-class EoS-era scatterometer, significant 
resolution enhancement resulting from measurement overlap 
can be obtained by modifying the measurement sequence. 
This permits enhanced resolution imaging with only a single 
spacecraft pass, relaxing the target constancy requirement. 
The required instrument modifications, described below, are 
relatively minor. 

The 25 km resolution NSCAT instrument system is de
scribed in detail in [19]. Like SASS, an NSCAT-class scat
terometer obtains resolution by the combination of a narrow 
antenna pattern and the timing of transmit pulses. Unlike 

SASS, which used fixed-frequency bandpass filters for Doppler 
filtering, the NSCAT-class scatterometer uses a digital FFT 
processor [16]. In this processor the radar return echo is split 
into four channels which are then processed by an FFT into 
256 frequency "bins" ( effectively very narrow bandpass filters) 
and squared (power detection). The squared FFT bins are 
known as periodogram bins. A 25 km resolution cell power 
measurement is obtained by summing the bin powers over 
the range of bins which correspond to the desired bandwidth 
of the 0"

0 cell. This process is known as "cell binning." 
Only the accumulated powers for each of 25 0"

0 cells/beam 
are downlinked to the ground. While the periodogram bin 
frequency resolution (i.e., Doppler bandwidth) is different for 
each channel, each periodogram bin bandwidth corresponds to 
approximately 2.5-3.5 km along-beam distance on the ground. 

The narrow antenna illumination pattern defines the cross
beam resolution which varies from approximately 7 km at 
the near swath to 15 km at the far swath. Instrument timing 
provides the along-track resolution. As currently envisioned 
for NSCAT, 0"

0 measurements are made from each of the 
eight antenna beams in sequence during the time required 
for the spacecraft to travel 25 km (approximately 3.68 s). 
For each beam, 25 transmit pulse/receive cycles constitute the 
signal+noise measurement. Four additional "pulses" in which 
a transmit pulse is not issued are used to obtain the noise-only 
measurement. 

By making simple modifications to the NSCAT design, 
significantly higher resolution measurements can be made 
using our technique. The proposed modifications to the design 
are to 1) modify the beam-sequential operation described 
above to interleave the transmit/receive cycles among the 
different beams, and 2) downlink the individual periodogram 
bin measurements for further processing on the ground. In 
the modified measurement sequence, instead of making 25 
transmit/receive cycles and four noise-only measurements on 
a single beam before switching to the next beam, the cycle 
is modified to transmit a single transmit pulse (or make a 
single noise-only measurement) on a given beam and then 
switch to the next beam, cycling through all eight beams in 
sequence before returning to the first beam for its next transmit 
pulse. Between the individual transmit pulses on a given beam, 
the spacecraft will have moved approximately 860 m (refer 
to Fig. 12). Hence, the periodogram bin measurements will 
be on 860 m centers. They will be 2.5-3.5 km wide in the 
along-track direction and so have significant overlap in the 
along-track dimension. The periodogram bins, though wider 
in the cross-track dimension (7-15 km), will have a similar 
amount of overlap in the cross-track dimension. 

To further improve the resolution for imaging over land/ice, 
the antenna beam sequence can be changed to operate on 
only a single antenna beam. In this case, the along-track 
spacing between periodogram bins is reduced to approximately 
110 m, resulting in more measurements with more overlap 
between the measurements and, hence, improved ultimate 
resolution. This cannot be done for wind measurement over 
the ocean, since multiple azimuthal measurements of 0"0 are 
required to retrieve the wind. With the modifications described 
above the ultimate resolution of the scatterometer with the 
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Fig. 12. Diagram illustrating the a 0 measurement scheme of the proposed 
high resolution scatterometer technique for an NSCAT-class scatterometer (see 
text). 

ground processing is estimated to be approximately 1-2 km 
over land/ice (single beam operation) and 5-10 km over the 
ocean (multiple beam operation). The high noise level of the 
periodogram bin measurements is the primary limitation in 
ultimate resolution. 

The changes discussed above affect only the NSCAT dig
ital subsystem. Even after modification, 25 km resolution
compatible measurements can still be made; however, we note 
that, if the periodogram data is collected continuously, the 
onboard cell "binning" can be eliminated and can be performed 
more accurately on the ground. A possible implementation of 
the proposed changes is to maintain the existing 3.2 kbps 
25 km resolution interface and add a higher rate ( ~ 700 
kbps) interface for the periodogram bin data. A scheduled 
"targets of opportunity" approach can be used for collecting 
the periodogram bin data while minimizing the downlink data 
volume. 

VII. APPLICATIONS FOR ENHANCED 
RESOLUTION KU-BAND SCATTEROMETRY 

Although the best obtainable resolution with this method 
is significantly better than the intrinsic resolution of the scat
terometer it remains only medium-scale; however, we believe, 
based on our preliminary studies, that the resulting medium
scale resolution radar images have significant potential in 
many areas. In the following subsection we consider some 
potential applications in land, ice, and wind measurement. 

A. Land Imaging 

While Ku-band (14 GHz) radar signals have very little sur
face penetration, Ku-band a 0 is very sensitive to vegetation, 
surface water, and land surface type. In a separate paper [18] 
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we demonstrate the utility of the scatterometer data for dis
criminating between broad vegetation groups. Given the very 
high accuracy of this classification, it may be possible to make 
precise areal measurements of the global tropical rainforest 
extent from SASS data taken in 1978. Such measurements 
can then be compared with measurements from NSCAT in 
1995 to evaluate tropical deforestation. Similar studies may 
also be possible for land use and the study of desertification 
(see, for example, the discussion of the Sahara desert in [13]). 
The greater resolution possible with suitably modified future 
scatterometers will permit more detailed studies. The frequent, 
broad-area coverage afforded by the scatterometer may also 
allow for daily vegetation and surface water monitoring as 
well as studies of diurnal variation of vegetation over large 
regions. 

B. Ice Imaging 

Carsey [5] and Drinkwater [7], [8] have extensively studied 
the radar response of ice and snow. Their results indicate 
that a 0 can be used to map new ice, snow cover, and 
the seasonal variation in the ice edge. At Ku-band, the 
scatterometer measurements are particularly sensitive to ice 
snow cover. Measurement of snow cover is considered crucial 
to understanding the ice/air heat flux of the polar regions. Snow 
cover data at 1-2 km resolution from future scatterometers, 
coupled with radiometer measurements, will permit significant 
improvements in the understanding of this critical heat flux 
component of the global energy budget. In addition, 1-2 
km resolution may be sufficient for the study of near-ice 
edge oceanic eddies and upwelling phenomena (Carsey and 
Drinkwater, personal communications). 

A scatterometer with the proposed modifications would 
provide a good measurement platform for polar ice data since 
it provides 1) frequent coverage and 2) multiple incidence 
angle observations. From the latter it may be possible to 
infer ice-age as well as snow cover and ice motion. We are 
currently investigating the use of our technique for ice studies 
of Greenland. Preliminary results dramatically illustrate the 
capability of the scatterometer to monitor the extent of the 
summer melt. 

C. High Resolution Wind Measurement 

While we have concentrated on land/ice imaging in this 
paper, our technique could also be applied for oceanic wind 
measurement using future, modified scatterometers. Because 
of the high variability of the ocean and the orbit sampling 
of the scatterometer, global measurement of high (better 
than 25 km) resolution winds may not be appropriate; how
ever, "target of opportunity" diagnostic studies of interesting 
meteorological conditions can be used to improve local fore
casts and for mesoscale studies of air/sea interaction with 
a resolution of 5-10 km. Because a 0 is generally much 
lower over the ocean, the effective swath width of the high 
resolution winds would be smaller than the conventional 25 
km resolution measurements. We note that the conventional 
resolution measurements can be obtained simultaneously with 
the high resolution measurements. The high resolution wind 
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measurements can be useful in understanding mesoscale and 
submesoscale atmospheric wind motions and fluxes, espe
cially for focused studies such as the Tropical Ocean Global 
Atmosphere (TOGA) experiment. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

Traditionally, spaceborne scatterometers have been low res
olution radar instruments designed to measure winds over 
the ocean. Because of their low resolution, the scatterometer 
measurements made over land have been used primarily to 
calibrate the instrument. However, studies of scatterometer 
measurements over land have hinted at their sensitivity to veg
etation and ice coverage. Improved resolution would enhance 
the scientific utility of the scatterometer data for land and ice 
studies. 

In this paper we have described a method for obtaining 
enhanced resolution radar images from scatterometer measure
ments. The technique is based on spatial measurement overlap 
and a new image reconstruction algorithm which can tolerate 
high noise levels. To demonstrate the resolution enhancement 
of our imaging technique, we have used both simulated and 
actual SASS data. Resolution enhancement of 8-10 times was 
achieved. The resulting medium-scale resolution is expected 
to be useful in a variety of other wide area geophysical 
studies such as the vegetation classification, ice, and wind 
measurement. 

The limitations of our technique when applied to SASS 
data may be ameliorated for future Doppler scatterometers 
such as NSCAT and the NSCAT-class EoS-era scatterometer. 
With relatively inexpensive modifications, future NSCAT-class 
scatterometers can achieve effective resolutions as low as 1-2 
km with a moderate increase in downlink telemetry bandwidth. 
Thus, the modified scatterometer can provide significant ad
ditional science return with only a limited budgetary impact. 
This relatively inexpensive enhancement of planned missions 
may yield significant contributions to future studies of global 
change. 

While our technique was developed expressly for space
borne scatterometer measurements (SASS in particular), it 
can be applied to measurements from other sensors such as 
radiometers. 
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